A conversation between Lucy stein and Steven claydon with interjections from mary may
claydon, transcribed by iphone. 09/10/18
What are you doing I’m doing some work what kind of work work for the house working
French territory work for the eyes by word of mouth by word of mouth prom pas yes you’re
being whimsical that’s the word I couldn’t remember it being whimsical about making a
show by proxy which is proxy Abu Abu and being paranoid I’m going to the cemetery this
afternoon can you tell me about the Normans they came they so they come storming
Norman invading the road i Can you tell me why are you are interested in the storming of
the Normans? because the key to be I need my dreams and my minds eye and you are
reading a book just after we had very maRY of the Genesis ready terry aristocracy in
Primogenita had the head shades from the naked length of the nec Mary marauding
invader the Saxons thought they look like it will be a priests yes they look like Mary loading
invader they introduced to read it through kingship
oh who is better to women Saxons all the Normans? Who is better for women the Saxons
all the Normans? The people of Britain a Google going to Newton to cross pollination
neither feudal system was much more fucked up than what is it cool actually I think women
could inherits property of the sexes Parliament thing they have an Iceland precisely do you
think yes together in form of proto-Parliament but hangers surely Icelanders Norseman not
sexes in my book it says they didn’t want to be assimilated into the Nordic state so
normally was a roast dates? I had some assistance at the moment as most came from
demo the Normans with Viking to 8 the trappings of the holy Roman Empire how are
alliance impartiality. How are alliance and personality partiality to work remind just coming
off is totally stupidly they wanted to 8 I want you to please the pub and girls people
partiality and blessing by buttering up room oh I see I am making you all are you some
people if it if the effigy William the conqueror W to conk I will shatter the conquer of my
opponent there is a can baby lineage at the moment I shaved my cousin in the bath by the
way gravies never came across the channel the babies game marauding invaders and
Dutch elm plague came by boat stop ratty that rats am I your opponent? You will suffer
Sad emoji this is very 5 to 8 years ago I will try amps how old phones might make it more
surrender current seeming LOL Pleasant surroundings and charming Havanese yeah yeah
let’s go out cemetery okay that’s it done

